Policies

Eligibility

Students must be registered for at least 24 lessons per academic year with an NEC faculty member in order to participate in the guitar workshop/recital program.

All participating workshop/recital students are expected to stay for the entire hour of the workshop/recital (11am-12pm).

Workshop Sign Up Policy:

Students will be signed up for the Guitar Workshop through their teacher. Students should let their teacher know if they are interested in performing in an upcoming workshop so that they can submit a request before the deadline. Please see below for when the teachers need to submit a form to have a student participate in an upcoming workshop.

Workshop Time-length Policy:

All students have a strict time limit of 15 minutes maximum for the workshop. If a student plays additional movements or multiple pieces, all music must fit in no more than 15 minutes. No exceptions. Workshop monitors reserve the right to stop students with lengthy pieces in order to allow appropriate time for feedback for all students in the workshop.

Memorization Policy:

In order to participate in the recital, students must play the piece completely from memory at the workshop and be approved by the workshop monitor. Memorization exceptions are made for collaborative sonatas and certain contemporary works in consultation with the private teacher and string department chair.